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Honey Bee Diseases and Pests

Looking for and identifying anything not normal

Tips for Newbies:
●

●

●

So you learn what to look for, during your first year, inspect every
7-10 days.
You can't inspect a frame that you can't see. Either quickly shake
all the bees off with one quick snap of the wrist, or gently blow at
bees on frames so they move aside as you look.
To see deep into cells:
–

hold the frame upside down

–

stand with your back toward the sun

–

tilt the frame “to 11 o'clock” so the sun shines right down to the bottoms
of the cells

If you see something other than a normal healthy hive, and do not
know what it is, ask for help.

Varroa Destructor Mite

Mites reproduce on a 10-day cycle. Female mites enter a honey bee brood cell and are hidden. As
soon as the cell is capped the mite lays multiple eggs on the larva. Mites hatch and then re-mate
and reproduce again in the time it takes the young bee to emerge. Mites prefer drone brood
because it allows them another complete generation before the young bee emerges.
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Varroa Destructor Mite
At 1.1 mm long by 1.6 mm wide, mites are small to the naked eye, but very large relative to
bees. They often attach under the plates on bee abdomens and cannot be seen. Because mites
grow within capped brood – drone brood in particular - by the time mites are seen, there are
many more unseen, and it is urgent that the beekeeper intervene.

Mites
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Deformed Wing Virus (DWV)
DWV kills pupae and causes deformity and death to new adults. Varroa mites and
several viruses work together to multiply DWV more rapidly than in healthy
colonies. Managing Varroa manages many bee-specific viruses and resulting illness.
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American Foulbrood Disease (AFB)
AFB is an extremely contagious and deadly bee larvae disease. If a hive gets AFB, the bees
must be killed and hive must be destroyed. The beekeeper may notice spotty brood pattern,
perforated/sunken sealed brood with moist, coffee brown larvae inside at the bottom of the
cells; along with a terrible rotting odour and brown to black scale that is hard to remove.
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AFB
Dead larvae change gradually
from a healthy pearly-white to
light brown and then to a darker
brown. This colour change is
uniform over the entire body.
The infected larvae look melteddown and lie flat in the bottom
side of the cell.
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Ropiness Test for AFB in Vegetative State
If AFB is suspected, larvae will be ropey (like snot) when a toothpick or
piece of twig is punched into a cell and pulled out.
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AFB dried out scale stage
AFB has dark brown or black scale. Unused brood comb should be inspected for
scale. AFB is prevalent in Saskatchewan and must be managed or the hive will
die and infect other hives – including neighbours' hives - prior to death.
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European Foulbrood (EFB)
EFB is another bacterial infection that is not quite as destructive to the colony as
AFB. The Beekeeper will notice twisted larvae in base of cells that are yellow to
brown in colour, sunken cappings, and a sour smell.
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Chalkbrood Disease
Chalkbrood is a fungal disease often caused by moist spring conditions and warm
weather. It can be solved with improved ventilation and/or queen replacement.
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Chalkbrood Mummies
This is evidence of a serious case of Chalkbrood.
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Exterior Hive Chalkbrood Evidence
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Nosema
The beekeeper will notice diarrhea at or near the hive entrance. Nosema always
manifests as diarrhea, but not all diarrhea is Nosema. Healthy bees do not defecate
in the hive. Nosema can be caused by a moist spring. Ventilation can help.
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Nosema
Nosema during winter on the right hive.
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Nosema Spores Under Microscope
Under a microscope, spores are regular shaped ovals with dark outlines.
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Lesser Wax Moth
This pest is in Saskatchewan. Larvae look nothing like healthy honey bee larvae.
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Lesser Wax Moth
Wax moth frames can be prevented by freezing stored comb over winter, and
cleaned by placing equipment - hives and frames - atop a strong colony.
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Greater Wax Moth
These insects are not currently in Saskatchewan.
They take over weak hives and move into stored equipment.
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Small Hive Beetle (SHB)
SHB is prevalent in eastern and western Canada and the
United States, but not yet in Saskatchewan.
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Small Hive Beetle
SHB larvae also look nothing like healthy honey bee larvae.
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Small Hive Beetle
In 2017 uninspected hives carrying SHB were imported into Alberta from Ontario
resulting in an area quarantine. For disease and pest prevention, all honey bee hives
must be inspected by the provincial apiculturist prior to purchase and transport.
Because it is a major transportation route, Regina and all communities along the
Trans-Canada Highway, are at the greatest risk to get SHB first in the province.
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Insects: Bees, Wasps, Hornets and Ants
Guard bees stopped this wasp from entering. A weak hive can be “robbed” of their honey by
other honey bees or wasps. Beekeepers must prevent robbing because it spreads disease.
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Mammal Damage
Bears smash hives and eat brood and honey. Mice get into hives
particularly during winter. Solar electric bear fences can limit access to
bears, raccoons and cattle, and winter mouse prevention is essential.
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Skunk Damage

They scratch in front of hives then eat emerging bees ,
weakening the hive and making bees aggressive.
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Vandalism and Theft
Placing hives in a discrete location, painting them to camouflage their
appearance or using modern security systems are effective deterrents.

Captions from the CBC Web site

Poorly Mated Queen or Drone-Laying Worker
When eggs are not fertilized, they are all drones and there is a spotty brood pattern.
This queen was poorly mated or has run out of sperm, or a worker has begun laying
eggs due to a lack of queen pheromones. A drone laying queen can be replaced,
but a hive with laying workers is not salvageable.
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Chilled Brood
There were not enough bees to cover the brood. The beekeeper will
see an area of viable or hatched brood in the centre of the brood nest
surrounded by a ring of dead brood.
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Starvation
Hives can starve during any time of the year. A well-fed hive can starve over winter
when they get stuck to one side of the hive and because of extreme cold cannot move to
the other side of the hive to reach their food stores, or run out of food just prior to spring.
A floral dearth or scarcity can occur between spring and summer blossoms. A weak hive
can simply not have enough workers to keep up with a highly productive queen.
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Starvation Freeze

To stay warm, bees form a winter “cluster”. Unfortunately, this one got
stuck in one corner and couldn't reach its food. Beekeepers must feed well
in the fall and monitor very early in the spring for suitable food stores.
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Pesticide Poisoning
A neighbour spraying their yard or field with insecticides can cause bee death.
Herbicides do not harm honey bees, but they can destroy bee food sources.
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Mite treatments are acaricides. For safety, always use registered
products and apply according to the label instructions.

Dead-Outs
To prevent the spread of disease, beekeepers must recognize unhealthy
hives and diagnose cause of death in dead-outs; for example, this
mouldy comb or equipment from a starved colony could be used again,
equipment and remaining bees with AFB must be burned or buried to
stop the spread of disease to others.
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This chart will help a new beekeeper notice signs of normal and abnormal and track progress.

Printable Hive Inspection Sheet

Queen Health
If you can't find the queen, look for
eggs to indicate that she was
laying within the last three days.

Stages of Bee Development Are Evident
Normal

Watch for
abnormalities.

Issues

Activity
Quiet hum and calm comb building, brood
rearing, pollen collecting, honey making

One egg per cell
Issue: no eggs or
multiple eggs per
cell

Queen Cells with:
Beekeeper always
intervenes:
Eggs plus lots of bees,
likely swarm cells.
Queen is very healthy,
but queen will depart
with half the bees
leaving a virgin queen
behind.
Beekeeper monitors
and/or intervenes:
Some eggs in a
declining colony, likely
superscedure cells.
Colony is replacing an
older or failing queen.
No eggs, likely
emergency cells.
Queen is dead.

Count Number of Frames
Brood, open comb, honey, pollen

Pleasant honey
and wax smell
Issue: rotten
odour of disease
Quiet, calm gentle
behaviour
Issues: stinging
and aggressiveness

One white larvae
covered in food per
cell with royal jelly
Issue: twisted, and
or yellow, tan or
brown colour with
scale – minimal jelly

Issues: roaring sound
and frantic running or
sluggishness, heads
stuck in cells or death

Compact Brood Pattern
All stages of development. Surrounded by
a ring of pollen and honey.

Convex capped
worker brood
Issue: concave,
perforated,
sunken
Maximum 20
percent capped
drone brood
Issue: lots of or
only drone brood
Normal bees with
nice wings
Issue: few bees or
deformed wings/
see mites
Clean cells after
hatching
Issue: dead adult
bees or mummies
in cells

Issues: No or spotty brood pattern

Summer Brood/Bee Cycle
Quantity of bees and brood increases
starting in spring hitting maximum summer
peak then dwindles to broodlessness in late
fall. Issue: Dwindling or stagnation of bees
or brood especially during spring build-up.
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